
You socialists are lip atheists,but theists in your deeds. 2015/6/25

Dear World Leftists Parties and Orgs.
Author has been engaging research in climate change for these 8 years. Then

6/18-2015,the Pop launched Encyclical Letter Laudato si' on care for our common
home＝Pope Francis’s call to action on climate change.
http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_2015052

4_enciclica-laudato-si.html

The letter is revolutional toward revealing climate truth,and call for global unite to action.

Above long report is briefly summarized in authors website by his interpretation..
http://www.777true.net/We-have-already-gotten-technical-tools-to-intercept-climate-hell.pdf

(1)80% CO2 reduction could be realizable !!.
＊Stanford Engineers’ Plan To Convert U.S. To 100% Clean Energy !
https://www.popularresistance.org/stanford-engineers-plan-to-convert-u-s-to-100-clean-energy/

(2)Emergent Arctic Cooling could be realizable !!
＊Save the Arctic sea ice while we still can! 2015/03/06

http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html

.(3) Global Solidarity with a Common Truth !!.
Barrier for global consensus and policy decision＝corruption to conceal fact at now
Aim of this time letter to you is here,that is,making global solidarity toward action !!!

[１]＝Conversion from atheist to theist by a pure scientifical finding
John Lennon was once accused for his lip atheism, however he had been essentially accord

with the Bible teach in his deed.

Imagine by John Lennon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwUGSYDKUxU

Save the children by Marvin Gaye
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xPGioIcPnZI

As you may hear, John Lennon sings “no religion”,however song total is a kind of

socialism.A socialism is an ideology for people’s co-live with equality without
exploitation. In this most important sense,it is entirely accord with the Bible teach which

also call for peoples way of life with justice,truth and philanthropy toward people’s
co-live with equality in God.

http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_20150524_enciclica-laudato-si.html
http://www.777true.net/We-have-already-gotten-technical-tools-to-intercept-climate-hell.pdf
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2015/03/save-the-arctic-sea-ice-while-we-still-can.html


What author want to tell you is that you socialists are lip atheist,but theist in actual your
deeds.Once author was atheist,but a scientifical finding had turned him theist,
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

Above page is rather strict and not easy,so also See Appendix-1.This is easy version.

[２]：Liberation Theology the Historical Validity.
“The Christian religion was intended to be a political revolution which, when it failed,

became a moral one later on” ......J.W.Goethe.

Now let’s show you some historical validitys.Note author is not expert on the Christian

Theology,but an amateur.Following is letter written by St Paul or by someone worshiping

him..St Paul was killed by brutal tyranny Nero the Roman empire,Thereby it is not irrational

to consider that political situation at that time had made them write this letter.

The Bible,Ephesians. http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm

6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,

against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high

places.6:13 Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to

withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.6:14 Stand therefore, having your

loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness;6:15 And your feet

shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;6:16 Above all, taking the shield of faith,

wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.

The Bible,Thessalonians 2/1-12,
Proclaming himself to be the man of lawlessness,and the son of perdition;
who oppose and exalts himself above all that is called God or is worshiped,

he goes to sit on the temple of God,proclaming himsefl God.

The coming of the lawless one will,by the power of Satan,with all kind of

miracls,signs and lying wonders,and all with deception of wickenedness for those

who perish because they recieved not the love of truth and be saved.

Therefore God sends them there strong delusion,that they should belive a lie,

so that all those who believed not the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness

will be condemned.

http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblecom/2thessal.htm

http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblecom/2thessal.htm


⑴Exodus: The Story of Moses and the Ten Commandments
http://www.waupun.k12.wi.us/Policy/other/dickhut/religions/07%20Exodus.html

Jew were slavery in the Egyptian kingdom and Moses with God liberated them.

This is the origin of the religion Judaism with the Ten Commandments

.

⑵The Origin of Christianity
Geza Vermes on the transition from Jewish Christians to Gentiles
http://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-topics/new-testament/the-origin-of-christianity/

Thus the religion had become universal international.

⑶At what point did Judaism and Christianity diverge?
http://christianity.stackexchange.com/questions/15267/at-what-point-did-judaism-and-christianity-diverge

⑷Maxims and Reflections Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.
http://wolfenmann.com/goethe-maxims-and-reflections-full-text.html

819. The Christian religion was intended to be a political revolution which,
when it failed, became a moral one later on.
Author searched more his explanation about on the word,but in vain.Once he read his most

famous drama Faust, almost of which phrases were found to be important teaches on way of

human life.This masterpiece was written by decadal years long.

⑸Gustavo Gutiérrez | Liberation Theologies
http://liberationtheology.org/people-organizations/gustavo-gutierrez/

This is the theology of liberation from political suppression at now era.

The universal theme is liberation from exploiting suppression.

⑹What Are Jesuits? What About Liberation Theology? A Papal Explainer

http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2013/03/14/jesuits_and_liberation_theology_explain

er_pope_francis_is_the_first_jesuit.html

⑺Mohism
Those who follow heavenly will do politics righteous,while those are not do politics forces.

Mohism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohism

Mohists believed in heaven as a divine force (天 Tian), the celestial bureaucracy and spirits

which knew about the immoral acts of man and punished them, encouraging moral

righteousness

http://www.waupun.k12.wi.us/Policy/other/dickhut/religions/07%20Exodus.html
http://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/biblical-topics/new-testament/the-origin-of-christianity/
http://christianity.stackexchange.com/questions/15267/at-what-point-did-judaism-and-christianity-diverge
http://christianity.stackexchange.com/questions/15267/at-what-point-did-judaism-and-christianity-diverge
http://wolfenmann.com/goethe-maxims-and-reflections-full-text.html
http://liberationtheology.org/people-organizations/gustavo-gutierrez/
http://www.slate.com/blogs/the_slatest/2013/03/14/jesuits_and_liberation_theology_explainer_pope_francis_is_the_first_jesuit.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tian
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Righteousness


⑻Nichiren’s teach due to Lotus Sutra.

＊From beginning to end,everything has been connected by equality<the Lotus Sutra>,

＊1:8 I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, saith the Lord, which is, and

which was, and which is to come, the Almighty.<the Bible,Revelation>

.

Those who pray own stability must pray whole stability at first.

Nichiren teach is singular in Buddhism to positively concern with politics,
while another sects are apart from politics and severy persecuted Nichiren at that time.

<In now era ,such pose had turned in many Buddhism sects> .

After all,the weakest point of mankind may be POLITICS,thereby the Religion is so wisely

penetrate the human personality and send holy missionary to preach righteous way of

politics(the Religion).If Christian teach is that of political revolution,then a political death as

revolutionist is the supreme way toward God in Christian life<Christ on the cross>. .
This may be entirely the same in death in holy war in Islamism.A death is inevitable for

anyone,so the Religion teach us the supreme dying way.

Let us pray for those spirituals who had devoted and died in political revolutions !.



Appendix-1:Summary on Proof on God.
Summary to tell,it is entirely logic with some quantum physics.

⒜Then a key conception is contradiction which states simultaneous realization(true) of

both affirmative proposition≡A and negative proposition＝not Ａ.

http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf

Example1)telling a lie is contradiction,which claims something not true is true.

Example2)Vacuum Polarization Reaction in elementary particle physics.

elementary particle Q +s created from nothing＝A,
an elementary particle Q+ is annihilated to nothing＝not Ａ.

In quantum physics,not A can be an anti-elementary particle Q-s creation from nothing,

That is,Q-＝(－Q+) in physical value such as charge or kinetic momentum.

☞:Exceptionally ,energy of any particle never be negative.Negative energy cancellation is caused from

attraction force between Q-. and Q+which is called graviton or longitudinal wave of gauge particle Those

are non-observable..

Thus、 nothing＝0＝Q+＋(－Q+)＝Q+＋Q-.Note Q+＋(－Q+)is contradiction.

☞:The simplest interpretation is that creation from nothing never can be explained in any

causalitical logic.That is, a contradiction is out of causality low.

⒝Strong logic theorem declare that

establishing a contradiction is to realize everything true(provable,realization).

It is also full chaos and also “almighty !!!”
☞:A simplest analogy is that everything seems nothing.

0＝+1－1+2－2+3－3+4－4+5－5+6－6+7－7+8－8+9－9.......................................

That is nothing is full cancellation between any positive and negative symmetry.

If１you could not agree with,you may be too learner in school.

Sometimes a supreme something is also supreme simple.

time

Q+ Q-.

x

electronQ-. and positronQ+ have ±symmetric physical

value such as charge.Those are created from nothing

and annihilated into nothing again<vacuum polarization>.

is attraction force between Q-. And Q+

A creation from nothing can’t be explained by causality.

http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf
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